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A Multipart Primer on Security Tokens from AmaZix and IDSTA

Welcome to the world of security tokens in 2019. Over the last 12 months, 
industry participants have been diligently building out STO protocols, issuance 
platforms, custody solutions, and compliance systems. Now, the infrastructure 
for successful security token issuance and trading is in place. In the months to 
come, the number of companies launching tokenized securities is expected to 
proliferate. As such, this seems an opportune time to explore the STO process 
for anyone entering this nascent industry.

International Digital Securities Trade Association (IDSTA) is a non-profit 
dedicated to fostering awareness and development of digital securities. AmaZix 
is the leading advisory company in the blockchain space and the preeminent 
provider of STO token design, investor document creation, and marketing 
services. Together, we’ve joined forces to create STO 101, a multipart primer on 
security token offerings.

This seven-part series has been commissioned to guide aspiring tokenized 
projects through the STO process from start to finish.

If you’re passionate about unlocking capital,  fractional ownership, streamlining 
compliance, creating new financial derivatives and reducing the costs of capital 
formation, then an STO might be right for you.

Our second article  in this series will  explore the evolution of capital formation 
over time, define the different security asset typologies and examine possible 
market sizing and the benefits to holding an STO.

Our third article  will  run through the preparations that are required to host an 
effective STO. From financials to token model and from legal to marketing, we’ll  
detail everything that must be done and the order in which it should be 
completed. This will  provide a comprehensive checklist that will  pave the way 
for a successful security token offering.

How do you issue a security token? That’s a topic which our fourth article  will  
thoroughly dissect. We’ll  detail the technical and legal aspects to issuing a 
security token before explaining how the distribution process works, given the 
KYC/AML and custody considerations for investors who may be based in 
different regions and thus subject to different securities laws. We’ll  also explain 
the bridge between primary and secondary markets and look at different token 
standards and interoperability.
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How do you trade a security token? In our fifth article  we’ll  run through the 
various ways to trade securities, from keeping everything in-house, to using an 
established trading platform or OTC desk. We’ll  then cover platform architecture 
such as decentralized (both full and partial) ,  centralized order book and 
AirSwap-style bulletin board, underscoring the benefits and drawbacks of each. 
We’ll  f inish by examining the role of the liquidity provider and market-maker in 
the ecosystem. 

Our sixth article  will  consider security token lifecycle management. Here we’ll  
delve into corporate actions such as share splits,  dividends, voting and royalties. 
We’ll  also explain reporting obligations, governance and take a peek at how 
onchain live accounting works.

Finally,  to wrap things up we’ll  extend our gaze outwards and take in the state of 
the STO market today. Article seven  will  reveal the security token landscape as it 
currently stands, providing a clear indication of how your own security token 
offering might fit in.

We look forward to having you join us on this exploratory journey through the 
future of finance, digital securities and the shape of tokenization to come. 
Whether you’re contemplating your own STO, considering investing in one, or 
simply curious as to how this emergent ecosystem works, there’ll  be plenty in 
this series to pique your interest

Our second STO 101 article – “Why do an STO?” will  be arriving next week. If you 
can’t wait til l  then to begin leveling up your knowledge, check out An A-Z 
Analysis of Security Token Platforms from AmaZix .  It ’s packed with invaluable 
advice for anyone pondering the best launchpad for their security token offering.

https://medium.com/amazix/an-a-z-analysis-of-security-token-platforms-fe58f4f78205



